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What is new?
! BRICS countries – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa
! From a “catchy acronym” to a viable international organization?
! Product of an increasingly multipolar world

! The New Development Bank (NDB) and the Contingent Reserve Arrangement
(CRA)
! New Development Bank
! 2015: why?
! Democratic deficit on global economic governance
! Gap on infrastructure financing
! US$ 90tri for developing countries to meet 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (UN)
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What is new?
! Article 1, Agreement on the New Development Bank
! Purpose and Functions
! “The Bank shall mobilize resources for infrastructure and sustainable
development projects in BRICS and other emerging economies and
developing countries, complementing the existing efforts of multilateral and
regional financial institutions for global growth and development.
To fulfill its purpose, the Bank shall support public or private projects
through loans, guarantees, equity participation and other financial
instruments. It shall also cooperate with international organizations and
other financial entities, and provide technical assistance for projects to be
supported by the Bank.”

Source: Forbes, 22 Dec 2014
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What is new?
! NDB
! Governance structure
! Aim: universal membership
! However, BRICS countries maintain a “voice”
even with the expansion of NDB membership

- Allocation of initial capital: equally distributed among the BRICS countries (20% each)
- Statutory provisions: NDB in the hands of emerging and developing countries
- 55% - founding members (BRICS countries)
- 25% - borrowing members (low and middle income countries, eligible for loans)
- Only 20% - non-borrowing countries (high income countries, non eligible for loans)
- Up to 7% for each country individually (non-founding members)

Source: http://changingdevelopment.com/76-2/ 29 Jan 2017
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What is new?
! Discourse analysis (Waisbich and Borges, 2018) and institutional design (NDB AoA and
2017-2021 Strategic Plan)

! 1) Sustainability
! Focus of the projects

! 2) Country systems
! Which standards for lending?

! 3) Local currency
! Monetary stability is also important

1. Sustainability
! “Niche bank”: a smaller range of sectors
! First 5 years (NDB Strategic plan)
! 2/3 of all financing commitments to “sustainable infrastructure” and 1/3 to
“traditional infrastructure” and “sustainable development”
! Sustainable development
! “infrastructure projects that incorporate economic, environmental and social
criteria in their design and implementation”
! “longer-term and broader assessment of economic, environmental and
social impacts” going “beyond doing no harm to generate overall positive
impacts in these fields”
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1. Sustainability
! NDB: 13 projects worth over US$ 3,4 bi (as of April 2018)
Total loan amount (m USD)

(South Africa); 180

(Brazil); 300

(Russia); 628,8

(China); 879

Source: NDB

(India); 1415

1. Sustainability
! 10/13 projects: renewable energy
! 2/13 projects: transportation
Target sector
(m USD)

! 1/13 project: social infrastructure
200

Energy conservation

345

770

Irrigation
Renewable energy
Social infrastructure
Transportation
418,8

Water supply and sanitation
1209

460
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2. Country systems
! What is?
! Use of the country’s national, sub-national, or sectoral implementing institutions
and applicable laws, regulations, procedures
! Idea of self-reliance and ownership

! NDB says “projects will be most successful when borrowing countries are in
charge of their own development path”
! Country system
! Procurement
! Environmental and social safeguards

2. Country systems
! Challenge: effectiveness of sustainable projects
! Are country systems sufficient to ensure NDB environmental and social standards
are protected?
“The concept of sustainable infrastructure used by the NDB in its general strategy is very
broad and vague” (Caio Borges, Conectas Human Rights, Brazilian NGO)

! NDB relationship with the private sector
! Differently from the WB: the same entity – public and private sectors
! NDB will “move cautiously into private sector operations in parallel with its
growing capacity to evaluate project risks”
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Local currency
! Monetary stability in focus
! Concern for EM countries

! Funding and lending activities
! Issuance of green bonds in Renminbi
! 2016: equivalent to US$ 448mi in RMB – Chinese capital market
! Plans to issue bonds in Rupee / India

! Up to now: only China’s sovereign entities bowered in Renminbi
! 3 projects (mainly, in renewable energy)

Conclusion
! Challenges: Project bank vs. Knowledge bank
! Room for institutional engineering and experimentation?
! Standards for social and environmental sustainability vs. Principle of noninterference
! Will the NDB be able to support national transformative initiatives without
working on policy-based lending? Is there any room for designing a sort of
South-South policy lending? (Waisbich and Borges, 2018, forthcoming)
! NDB declares: “technical support will focus on practical solutions
derived from on-the-ground experiences”
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